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What if you could experience huge gains in half the 
training time?

By noBy now, you’ve probably heard of Ultra-Short 
Race-Pace Training (USRPT), and you might be 
asking yourself whether or not it would work for you. 
People ask me all the time, “what makes race pace 
training so unique?” The answer is simple: 
specificity!
After experiencing our own frustAfter experiencing our own frustrations with popular 
training methodologies, we did a lot of research and 
testing. Dr. Rushall proved that swimmers who train 
at high-intensity experience significantly greater 
improvements than those who train at slow speeds. 
This sounds simple, but it made so much sense as 
we thought about it, researched it, and tried it for 
ourselves.ourselves.
We created our own version of USRPT based training 
with very minor adaptations and called it Race-Pace 
Training (RPT). We officially adopted RPT over 10 
years ago, and I can say first hand that this USRPT 
based method has revolutionized my career.

If it works for me, it can work for you.

You aren’t the first competitive swimmer to have 
doubts about the effectiveness of your training. The 
old school method of long slow yardage doesn’t 
make sense for everybody. Whether you’ve heard of 
RPT or not, I want to share the specific ways that if 
you follow this simple method, you are guaranteed to 
swim faster, faster! This e-book will give you an 
oveoverview of RPT and share the key ingredients to the 
method. The best way to determine if RPT will work 
for you is by testing it out for yourself. At the end of 
this e-book, I’ll share an exclusive invitation to join 
me online at the MA Swim Academy for in-depth 
coaching on technique, conditioning, nutrition, and 
psychology and a thriving RPT Community with 
direct access direct access to Michael Andrew and Coach Peter 
Andrew to answer all your questions.

Here are 3 ways Race-Pace Training will help you 
swim faster, faster!

Picture this: You show up to practice and jump into the pool for another 
training session. Your training plan calls for thousands of yards, yards 
upon yards upon yards. After the long session, it wears on you, and you 
ask yourself, “why do I train so much yet improve so little?”
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Training with specificity is the best way to improve 
your performance. Many athletes waste a ton of time 
training in ways that are not beneficial to their goals. 
Think about your own training routines: Do you focus 
on specific muscle groups with drills? Do you allow 
yourself to be lackadaisical with your stroke 
techniques? Do you train toward the pace you want 
to achito achieve in a race, or do you assume that you’ll 
continue to improve as you train? Are there any 
components in your training that do not reflect the 
way you race? While not inherently bad, generic 
training is not an effective way to improve. Here are 
a few tips to be more specific in your training:

No Drills:

Rather than using drills Rather than using drills to work through your weak 
points, find ways to become conscious of correcting 
these during your stroke at the pace that you race. 
For example, if you’re sliding your arm out a little too 
far in your stroke and want to adjust for more 
efficiency, you need to retrain your subconscious 
movement. To achieve this, you have to train the new 
momovement repeatedly at pace until it becomes the 
natural, subconscious way you drive through your 
stroke. The new movement has to take over in the 
subconscious as the stronger, more readily available 
movement. Hone in on your technical weak points as 
you go through your reps with a stroke until this new 
movement sets into the subconscious as the 
auautomatic movement.

Pace Yourself 4x:

Set your target pace based on your current fastest Set your target pace based on your current fastest 
official time for that event. If you train without 
specific pace goals, your improvements will taper 
off. Your training goal should be to swim your race 
pace 4x your race distance. As you achieve this goal 
and your race times improve, your pace targets in 
your training should drop.

HERE’S AN EXAMPLE OF A RPT BASE BUILDING 
WORKOUT

(First you need to calculate your 200 pace in order to 
complete this set)

HOW TO WORK OUT
YOUR 200 PACE

Warm Up - 200 Choice

10 x 15m underwater
(best average)

30 x 50s Breast (@200 Pace)
Active Recovery
(10-15 minutes)

30 x 50s 30 x 50s Free (@200 Pace)
Active Recovery
(10-15 minutes)

30 x 50s IM order
(@200 Pace)

Active Recovery
(10-15 minutes)

1.Take your fastest time in the 200 race of choice, divide it by four to get 
    your pace.
     For example: (2 minutes / 4 = 30 seconds) your pace would be 30 
     seconds for 50 yards for that event.
2. Hold 30 seconds for each repeat, followed with 20 seconds rest in 
     between.
3. Going 3. Going over 30 seconds would be a fail and you would rest the next lap or 
     repeat (approximately 50 seconds)
4. Start again & once you’ve had three fails, that would be the end of the set.

Warm Up - 200 Choice

10 x 15m underwater
(best average)

10 x 25’s Overspeed
(2 minutes rest between each 

repeat)

Active RecActive Recovery
(10-15 minutes)
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1 SPECIFICITY:
LESS TIME IN THE POOL



2 SMART:
FOCUSED TRAINING
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Find Your Neurological Fail Points:

A neuA neurological failure is when the brain doesn’t fire 
effectively to the muscle and your pace suffers for it. 
We try to complete 4x our race distance and hit three 
neural failures within this set. Reaching your 
neurological fail point indicates that you have 
pushed your body to muscular breakdown. This 
breakdown, combined with proper refueling and rest 
is how we gis how we grow and strengthen our muscles. We 
strive to hit 3 neural failures in a set before allowing 
ourselves to recover until the next session. 

Say, for example, you are training in sets of 50 
meters and you’ve identified your target pace. Swim 
your 50 meters repeatedly until you fail to make your 
target time. Then sit out a repetition and resume on 
the next interval. Once you fail to make your pace 
three times, you’re done with this set and should 
start your recovery swim. Reaching these fail points 
and then resting is key. If your target times are and then resting is key. If your target times are too 
easy, you will achieve 4x your race distance without 
hitting failure. You aren’t going to get the intensity 
your body needs for breakdown and growth to occur. 
Pushing too hard or far beyond your fail points 
causes more breakdown than is helpful. You will find 
yourself performing further and further under your 
target pace. So ttarget pace. So train smarter by honing in on your 
neurological fail points so you stretch yourself 
toward growth, but don’t overdo it and cause more 
damage than good.

Between training sessions, view rest not as a “break” 
from training, but as a part of your training. This 
doesn’t mean you aren’t active, though. Take this 
opportunity to engage in other kinds of movement 
that you enjoy like surfing, hiking, pilates, or riding a 
bike. Whatever you choose, be sure to allow your 
muscles to recover.

Training with intentionality and self-awareness is how an athlete improves their performance again and 
again. The best athletes learn to be in-tune with their bodies and know their training limits. One of your keys 
to success with RPT is understanding how your body responds to training and then making informed 

Rest

It is no secret that you need rest, but do you know It is no secret that you need rest, but do you know 
how best to rest and recuperate to your advantage? 
A common mistake swimmers make between sets is 
resting by standing or sitting down. Too much rest 
causes your heart rate to drop and your muscles 
begin to accumulate lactic acid. As you rest between 
your sets, be sure to stay active so you keep your 
heaheart rate from dropping too much. You might need 
to get creative, but just keep moving. 



3 BALANCE: MAXIMIZE TRAINING 
WITH OPTIMAL RECOVERY
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Specificity + high intensity training + rest = high 
performance

Unfortunately, most athletes get it wrong, and 
their equation looks something like this:

Low intensity + lots of yardage + insufficient Low intensity + lots of yardage + insufficient 
rest = which more often results in low 
performance

RECOVERY IS THE MOST UNDERRATED 
TRAINING ACTIVITY FOR HIGH-PERFORMING 
ATHLETES. THE EQUATION IS SIMPLE:

Recovery is the golden goose, your secret source of 
strength. Without it, the recipe for excellent 
performance is incomplete. Pushing your body - 
whether in distance or intensity - but not allowing it 
sufficient time to recover will never allow it to build 
the strength or endurance you hope for.

When it comes When it comes to incorporating recovery into my 
routine with RPT, I do so in three ways.

Between Sets:

TTo assist with the slower onset of fatigue and faster 
recovery, RPT structures sets around short 
repetitions of work paired with short periods of rest. 
We get our heart rate elevated and then only rest 
long enough for the blood to cycle through the body 
and oxygenate the muscle but not too long that the 
heart rate drops down or so that lactate begins 
accumulating in the muscles.accumulating in the muscles. This keeps our aerobic 
system functioning at its maximum the whole time 
we are in a training session.

This also takes advantage of the fact that many 
muscle fibers are converted from glycolytic type 
fibers that produce blood lactate to being more 
oxidative fibers that use energy more effectively and 
fatigue less quickly. Overall, this makes the body 
more oxidative, resulting in quicker recovery and 
more energy throughout a session and a week.

Between Training Sessions:

I also make sure I also make sure to maximize recovery outside of the 
pool. I use Kaatsu, a blood flow restriction recovery 
method and a muscle stimulation with PowerDot 
and percussion therapy to massage the muscles. I 
also recommend stretching to support muscle 
recovery. I take advantage of active rest by engaging 
in movements I enjoy, like hiking, surfing, or riding a 
bike.bike.

The Magic of Sleep:

Sleep is one of the most important aspects of my 
recovery regimen. With constant access to 
cellphones and technology, I’ve made it a habit to 
limit my screen time because it disrupts my sleep 
cycle. I create healthy habits around sleep (like black 
out curtains, cold room, charging my phone outside 
my bedroom) and view it as an important 
component of my tcomponent of my training. If my performance is 
suffering, oftentimes, the quality of my sleep is 
suffering too.

All of these recovery techniques will go a long way in 
helping you prepare for your best season yet.

I know this is a lot of information so let me 
summarize it here!

1. Make Your Training Event Specific:
 a. No Drills 
 b. Set your distance and pace goals based on
     your events

2. Train Smarter:
 a. Find your neurological fail points
  b. Active vs. Inactive Rest

3. Make Recovery a Priority
 a. In-training recovery
 b. Utilize recovery tools & habits between sessions
 c. View sleep as a vital component of your training






